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SUMMARY
Regulatory dendritic cell (DCregs)-based immunotherapy is a potential therapeutic tool for transplant rejection. We generated DCregs

from murine induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), which could remain in a ‘‘stable immature stage’’ even under strong stimulation.

Harnessing this characteristic, we hypothesized that iPS-DCregs worked as a negative vaccine to generate regulatory T cells (Tregs),

and induced donor-specific allograft acceptance. We immunized naive CBA (H-2Kk) mice with B6 (H-2Kb) iPS-DCregs and found that

Tregs (CD4+CD25+FOXP3+) significantly increased in CBA splenocytes. Moreover, immunized CBA recipients permanently accepted

B6 cardiac grafts in a donor-specific pattern. We demonstrated mechanistically that donor-type iPS-DCregs triggered transforming

growth factor b1 secretion, under which the donor-antigen peptides directed naive CD4+ T cells to differentiate into donor-specific

FOXP3+ Tregs instead of into effector T cells in vivo. These findings highlight the potential of iPS-DCregs as a key cell therapy resource

in clinical transplantation.
INTRODUCTION

Themain formof therapy for allograft rejection is immuno-

suppressive (IS) drugs. Unfortunately, non-specific immu-

nosuppression often causes numerous adverse side effects,

such as opportunistic infection and cancer (Dantal et al.,

1998), and also fails to induce antigen-specific tolerance.

Thus, reducing the use of IS drugs and inducing donor-spe-

cific tolerance are the main objectives in transplantation.

Regulatory immune cell therapy, including regulatory

T cells (Tregs) (Bradley, 2014; McMurchy et al., 2011), regu-

latory dendritic cells (DCregs) (Ezzelarab and Thomson,

2011;Moreau et al., 2012), and immature DCs (iDCs) (Ron-

carolo et al., 2001), is an emerging strategy for the preven-

tion of allograft rejection by promoting antigen-specific

tolerance and the elimination of IS drug use (Raich-Regue

et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2012). Because DCregs play essen-

tial roles inmaintaining immune homeostasis (Morelli and

Thomson, 2007), they are usually the target of rejection

treatment. However, the lack of stable therapeutic DCregs

has been the biggest problem in clinical application.

Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), created by Yama-

naka and colleagues in 2006, can propagate indefinitely

and differentiate into various cells just like embryonic

stem cells (ESCs) (Takahashi et al., 2007; Takahashi and Ya-
1174 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 8 j 1174–1189 j May 9, 2017 j ª 2017 The Aut
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manaka, 2006). Notably, unlike ESCs, iPSCs can be gener-

ated from adult cells, which overcomes ethical issues

and patient-matching limitations. In our previous study

(Zhang et al., 2014), we established a novel approach for

generating a sufficient quantity of high-quality functional

DCregs from iPSCs (iPS-DCregs), which could be kept in a

‘‘stable immature stage’’ even under strong stimulation.

Harnessing this characteristic, we hypothesized that

donor-type iPS-DCregs expressing donor antigen worked

as an immune suppressive vaccine to generate alloan-

tigen-specific Tregs, and induced permanent acceptance

of mouse cardiac allografts.
RESULTS

iPS-DCregs Are Maintained in a ‘‘Stable Immature

Stage’’ Even under IFN-g Stimulation

The morphology of iPS-DCregs is similar to that of

bone marrow DCregs (BM-DCregs), which are smaller and

have shorter dendrites. They express low levels of co-

stimulatory molecules (CD40, CD80, and CD86) and

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II antigens,

and a high percentage of CD11b+CD11c+ compared with

conventional DCs (DCcons) (Hackstein and Thomson,
hor(s).
ns.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. iPS-DCregs Suppress T Cell Proliferative Responses In Vitro and In Vivo
(A) Addition of iPS-DCregs suppresses T cell proliferation in allo-MLR (left panel) and OVA-specific MLR (right panel) (n = 3–5 in each
group, mean ± SD, pooled from three independent experiments). The details of these two reaction systems are shown in Figure S5.

(legend continued on next page)
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2004; Morelli and Thomson, 2003, 2007) (Figure S1B). In

contrast to other DC types (BM-DCcons, iPS-DCcons, and

BM-DCregs), even under interferon-g (IFN-g) stimulation,

iPS-DCregs always maintain a high antigen uptake ability,

in fluorescein isothiocyanate uptake tests with both oval-

bumin (OVA) and dextran, which indicates that iPS-DCregs

can be kept in a ‘‘stable immature stage’’ (Figure S2).

iPS-DCregsModulate T Cell Proliferation inDirect and

Indirect Pathways

We detected that mRNA expression of suppressive cyto-

kines transforming growth factor b1 (TGF-b1), Arg-1,

PD-L1, and HO-1 in iPS-DCregs was significantly higher

than in BM-DCcons (Figures 6A and S1C). According to

the stable immature and suppressive characteristics of the

iPS-DCregs, we hypothesized that they could play a role

as an immune-suppressive vaccine in allo-rejection.

To identify this role, we first set up an allogeneic

mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR) to examine the direct

antigen-presenting regulatory function of iPS-DCregs (Fig-

ure S5A). naive T cells isolated from CBA mice were stimu-

lated with B6 BM-DCcons resulting in an alloreactive pro-

liferation. In this allogeneic MLR system, the addition of

B6 BM-DCregs and iPS-DCregs significantly inhibited the

proliferated response in the population of CD4+ and

CD8+ T cells (Figure 1A, left).

We next established OVA-specific MLR to investigate

the indirect antigen-presenting regulatory ability of iPS-

DCregs (Figure S5B). T cells isolated from B6-background

T cell receptor (TCR) transgenic mice OT-II (CD4+) and

OT-I (CD8+) were co-cultured with OVA-pulsed B6 BM-

DCcons at a 20:1 ratio for 3 days, which led to fierce

OVA-reaction T cell proliferation. The addition of B6 BM-

DCregs and iPS-DCregsmarkedly inhibited the proliferated

response (Figure 1A, right).

In addition, we tested in vivo regulatory function using a

proliferation lymph node assay (PLNA). Wild-type B6 mice

were adoptively transferredwith33106OT-II orOT-I Tcells

thedaybefore.OVA-pulsedB6BM-DCcons (1.53105) com-

bined with iPS-DCregs or other controls (3 3 105) were

injected subcutaneously into the recipients’ footpads (Fig-

ure 1B). The OVA-specific reactive T cells isolated from the

PLNs were intensely proliferated in the BM-DCcons and

iPS-DCcons groups, but were significantly inhibited in the

BM-DCregs and iPS-DCregs groups (Figure 1C).
Proliferation of T cells was determined by Violet dilution gated on
BM-DCcons stimulation. Statistical analysis was determined by one-w
(B) Schematic of PLNA protocol.
(C) Addition of iPS-DCregs suppresses T cell proliferative responses i
pendent experiments). Proliferation of T cells was determined by carbo
gated on CD4+ (OT-II) or CD8+ (OT-I) population. Gray lines indicate PB
analysis was determined by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test. *p < 0.
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Immunization with iPS-DCregs Generates Tregs

In Vivo, Leading to Teff Suppression

Next, we immunized CBA mice with B6-derived DCs

and isolated their spleens 7 days after immunization. The

spleen cells (SPCs) were assessed by flow cytometry (FCM)

and set up for secondary immunization in vitro (Tiao

et al., 2005) (Figure 2A).

We identified that the CD25+FOXP3+ population was

significantly increased in the iPS-DCregs-immunized

group (Figure 2B). We then eluted T cells from these SPCs

by nylon column and co-cultured them with B6 BM-

DCcons or BALB/c (H-2Kd) BM-DCcons (third party) for

MLR, which served as the secondary immunization. After

3 days of co-culture, stimulation of the BALB/c BM-DCcons

aggravated the proliferation of CD8+ and CD4+FOXP3�

effector T cells (Teffs) in the immunized group of T B6

iPS-DCregs compared with the negative control (CBA

treated with PBS). However, the results of co-culturing

with B6 BM-DCcons showed the suppression of Teff prolif-

eration, especially in CD8+ T cells (Figure 2C). This test

showed that donor-type iPS-DCregs immunization directly

generated Tregs in vivo, and led to donor-specific Teff

suppression.

Donor-type iPS-DCregs Immunization Leads to

Permanent Acceptance of Allogeneic Cardiac Grafts

Some studies have shown that recipient-type DCregs

loaded with donor-antigen peptide work more efficiently

than donor-type DCregs (Garrovillo et al., 1999; Ali et al.,

2000). In the preliminary experiment, we tested donor-

type BM-DCregs and recipient-type BM-DCregs (with or

without donor-antigen pulsing). Three types of DCregs

(B6 BM-DCregs, CBA BM-DCregs, and CBA BM-DCregs

pulsed with H-2Kb antigen peptide for 48 hr) were injected

intravenously (1 3 106) into CBA recipients at 7 days prior

to receiving a B6 heart allograft. We found that donor-

type BM-DCregs prolonged allograft survival (PBS control

n = 13, median survival time (MST) 8 days; B6 BM-DCregs

n = 6, MST 25.5 days). However, neither recipient-type

BM-DCregs-loaded nor recipient-type BM-DCregs-loaded

donor antigen could protect allografts from acute rejection

(CBABM-DCregs n = 3,MST 7days; CBABM-DCregs pulsed

withH-2Kb antigen peptide n = 3,MST 7 days) (Figure S3A).

Herein, we addressed ourmain aim to assess the potential

application of donor-type iPS-DCregs in the prevention of
the CD4+ and/or CD8+ population. Gray lines are T cells without
ay ANOVA and Tukey’s test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

n PLNA (n = 3 in each group, mean ± SD, pooled from three inde-
xyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE) or Violet dilution
S injection into the footpad, used as a negative control. Statistical
05, **p < 0.01.
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Figure 2. Administration of iPS-DCregs Generates Tregs In Vivo
(A) CBA mice were immunized with four types of B6 DCs (BM-DCcons, iPS-DCcons, BM-DCregs, iPS-DCregs) on day�7 and were euthanized
on day 0. SPCs were harvested for FCM and one-way MLR (secondary immunization).
(B) The percentage of CD25+ FOXP3+ cells in the spleen from iPS-DCregs-immunized CBA was significantly increased compared with other
groups (n = 4 in the PBS control group, n = 3 each in other groups, mean ± SD, pooled from three independent experiments). Statistical
analysis was determined by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test. *p < 0.05.
(C) T cells from B6 iPS-DCregs immunized with CBA were co-cultured with B6 BM-DCcons for 3 days. Proliferation of Teffs was determined by
Violet dilution gated on CD8+ or CD4+ FOXP3� population (n = 3 in each group, mean ± SD, pooled from three independent experiments).
Statistical analysis was determined by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test. No statistically significant differences were observed between
these groups.
allograft rejection. We intravenously injected 1 3 106 B6

iPS-DCregs or other B6-derived DCs (BM-DCcons, iPS-

DCcons, and BM-DCregs) into CBA recipients 7 days prior
to receiving a B6 heart allograft in the absence of IS

drug therapy. The MST of pretreatment with BM-DCcons

(n = 8, MST 8 days) and iPS-DCcons (n = 9, MST 8 days)
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 8 j 1174–1189 j May 9, 2017 1177



Figure 3. iPS-DCreg Immunization Induces Permanent Acceptance of Allogeneic Cardiac Grafts and Decreases CD8+ T Cells in Grafts
and Spleen
(A) 13 106 B6 DCs were injected intravenously into CBA mice 7 days before heterotopic cardiac transplantation. A statistical evaluation of
graft survival was performed using Kaplan-Meier curves and compared using log-rank tests. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.

(legend continued on next page)
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was almost the same as that of the PBS control group.

Conversely, administration of BM-DCregs significantly

prolonged the survival of cardiac allografts as previously

described. Notably, immunization of iPS-DCregs resulted

in permanent acceptance of the allografts (n = 19,

MST >100 days) (Figure 3A). We noticed that administra-

tion of the same number of BM-DCregs and iPS-DCregs

induced the protective effects of different allografts. We

thought that this might be caused by the difference in pu-

rity (CD11b+CD11c+%) between BM-DCregs (mean ± SD:

54.2% ± 3.9%) and iPS-DCregs (81.4% ± 2.2%) (Figure S1B).

Next, we reduced the dose of iPS-DCregs to address this

hypothesis. The MST of the half-dose (5 3 105) group was

26 days (n = 7), which prolonged allograft survival but

did not lead to permanent acceptance (Figure S3B).

Histology showed serious lymphocyte infiltrationaround

the coronary arteries in PBS-treated grafts on postopera-

tive day 7 (POD7). In contrast, lymphocyte infiltration in

the iPS-DCregs-immunized grafts was markedly reduced

(Figure 3B).

iPS-DCregs Reduced CTLs and Downregulated

Proinflammatory Cytokine

The infiltrationofCD8+bromodeoxyuridine+ (BrdU+) Tcells

in allografts was significantly decreased in the iPS-DCregs

pretreatment group compared with the PBS group on

POD7, and was further reduced on POD14 (Figure 3C). We

checked the splenocytes from recipients and found that

CD8+ T cells (%) were also significantly reduced in the iPS-

DCregs pretreatment group, which was consistent with

the allograft assessment (Figure 3D).

As cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL)-induced cell death is

initiated by the Perforin/Granzyme B pathway (Hayashida

et al., 2000), we detected themRNA expression of Perforin/

Granzyme B in allografts. Logically, the levels of both

Perforin and Granzyme B were lower in the grafts from

iPS-DCregs-treated recipients compared with the grafts

from the non-treatment group. Also, other proinflamma-

tory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor a (TNF-a),

interleukin-1b (IL-1b), IL-6, inducible nitric oxide syn-

thase, and HO-1, were downregulated in the grafts from

iPS-DCregs-treated recipients compared with those from

non-treatment recipients, except IFN-g (Figure 3E).
(B) Cardiac allografts of POD7 and POD14 were stained with H&E. The r
coronary artery in PBS treated allograft.
(C) Allografts were stained with anti-CD8 (blue), collagen IV (yellowish
indicate the CD8 and BrdU double positive lymphocytes in the grafts
(D) Spleen cells (SPCs) were harvested on POD7 and POD14 for CD8+ T
pooled from four independent experiments). *p < 0.05.
(E) The mRNA expression of GranzymeB and Perforin, IFN-g, TNF-a, I
PBS-POD7 group, n = 6 in the iPS-DCregs POD7 group, n = 5 in the iP
experiments). Statistical analysis was determined by one-way ANOVA
Tregs Play a Key Role in Acceptance of iPS-DCregs-

Induced Allografts

Tregs markedly increased in allografts from the iPS-DCregs-

immunized group in both immunohistochemistry and

FCM assessments (Figures 4A and 4B [upper]). We continu-

ously detected the activity markers of Tregs, CTLA-4, and

GITR. CTLA-4 is a critical regulator of T cell responses as

a co-stimulation (CD28/CD80-86) blocker and through

other pathways (Hou et al., 2015; Krummey and Ford,

2014; Soskic et al., 2014). GITR (glucocorticoid-induced

TNF receptor-related protein) appears to be a marker of

activated Tregs and is widely used in functional studies

on Tregs (Hilchey et al., 2007; Ronchetti et al., 2015). We

found that in addition to the increased number of Tregs,

the expression of CTLA-4 and GITR was significantly

increased in the allografts from the iPS-DCregs-immunized

group (Figure 4B, middle and lower). The spleen acts like a

control tower in this process. The increase of activated

Tregs in the spleen is totally consistent with the allograft

(Figure S4).

We demonstrated that Tregs played a key role in allograft

acceptance induced by iPS-DCregs, and the protective ef-

fects were donor specific in the following three tests. First,

recipients were treated with iPS-DCregs at 1 3 106 (full

dose) 7 days prior to transplantation, then anti-CD25

monoclonal antibody (mAb) (clone: PC61) (1 mg/mouse)

was injected into the peritoneum to deplete Tregs (Couper

et al., 2009; Hirai et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2012; Miller et al.,

2015; Setiady et al., 2010). Tregs depletion broke the per-

manent acceptance of allografts induced by iPS-DCregs

(n = 6, MST 44 days) (Figures 5A and 5D). Second, adoptive

transfer (AT) of splenocytes from long-term surviving

recipients (>POD100) into naive CBA (secondary recipi-

ents) led to B6-derived allograft acceptance (n = 4,

MST >100 days) while third-party (BALB/c)-derived allo-

grafts were rejected (n = 3, MST 10 days). This indicated

that the protective effect was donor specific (Figures 5B

and 5D). Lastly, we injected anti-CD25 mAb into long-

term surviving recipients. Three days later, we isolated

their SPCs and adoptively transferred them to naive

CBA (secondary recipients). This treatment reversed the

AT-induced allograft acceptance (n = 4, MST 8.5 days) (Fig-

ures 5C and 5D), which indicated that donor-specific
ed arrow indicates the increased lymphocytic infiltration around the

-brown), and BrdU (red) by triple immunostaining. The black arrows
.
cell assessment by FCM analysis (n = 4 in each group, mean ± SD,

L-1b, and IL-6 in allografts was measured by qRT-PCR (n = 9 in the
S-DCregs POD14 group; mean ± SD, pooled from five independent
and Tukey’s test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 4. iPS-DCreg Immunization In-
creases Activated Tregs in Allografts
(A) Allografts were harvested on POD7 and
POD14, and were stained with anti-FOXP3
(blue), collagen IV (yellowish-brown), and
BrdU (red). The FOXP3+BrdU+ cells are shown
in purple (indicated by the black arrows).
Naive B6 hearts served as the control.
(B) The infiltrating lymphocytes in the
grafts were separated and triple stained
for CD4/CD25/FOXP3 or CD4/CD25/CTLA-4 or
CD4/CD25/GITR (n = 5 in PBS-POD7 group,
n = 3 in iPS-DCregs POD7 and iPS-DCregs
POD14 group; mean ± SD, pooled from three
independent experiments). Statistical anal-
ysis was determined by one-way ANOVA and
Tukey’s test. *p < 0.05.
(C) The mRNA expression of FOXP3 in allo-
grafts harvested on POD7 and POD14 was
detected by qRT-PCR (n = 9 in PBS-POD7
group, n = 6 in iPS-DCregs POD7 group, n = 5
in iPS-DCregs POD14 group; mean ± SD,
pooled from five independent experiments).
Statistical analysis was determined by one-
way ANOVA and Tukey’s test. *p < 0.05,
***p < 0.001.
Tregs played an essential role in the maintenance phase of

donor-specific tolerance.

TGF-b1 Blockage Interrupts the Protective Effect

Induced by iPS-DCregs

TGF-b1 is one of the primary cytokines in immunosuppres-

sion.We therefore examined the role of TGF-b1 in allograft

acceptance induced by iPS-DCregs.

First, as shown previously, the mRNA expression of

TGF-b1 of iPS-DCregs was significantly higher compared

with BM-DCcons (Figure 6A, right; Zhang et al., 2014).

Second, the TGF-b1 molecule expression in the CD11b+
1180 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 8 j 1174–1189 j May 9, 2017
CD11c+ population of iPS-DCregs was significantly higher

compared with BM-DCcons (Figure 6A, left). Third, mem-

brane-bound TGF-b1 in Tregs was significantly increased

in the SPCs isolated from the iPS-DCregs-treated group

(Figure 6B). This evidence reminded us that TGF-b1 must

play a critical function in the protective effect induced

by iPS-DCregs. We then demonstrated this through the

following tests with anti-TGF-b1 mAb.

First, recipients were treated with iPS-DCregs at 1 3 106

on day �7 and anti-TGF-b1 mAb (400 mg/mouse intraperi-

toneally) on days�7,�5,�3, and 1 to block TGF-b1 before

transplantation. This treatment prevented the permanent
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Figure 5. Tregs Generated by iPS-DCreg Immunization Are Donor Specific and Play a Key Role in Tolerance Induction and
Maintenance
(A) CBA recipient mice were treated with B6 iPS-DCregs and anti-CD25 mAb. A statistical evaluation of graft survival was performed using
Kaplan-Meier curves and compared using log-rank tests. ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
(B) SPCs harvested from iPS-DCregs-treated recipients (primary recipients) on POD100, which included 9.25% Tregs in the CD4+ popu-
lation, were adoptively transferred to naive CBA (secondary recipients) at 5 3 107, and B6 hearts or BALB/c hearts (third party) were

(legend continued on next page)
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acceptance of allografts (n = 8, MST 28.5 days) (Figures 6C

and 6E).

Second, recipients were treated with iPS-DCregs at

1 3 106 on day �7 and then with anti-TGF-b1 mAb

(400 mg/mouse intraperitoneally) on days 0, 1, 3, 5, and

7 to block TGF-b1 after transplantation. However, the

blockage of TGF-b1 after transplantation did not impede

the allograft acceptance induced by iPS-DCregs (n = 4,

MST >100 days) (Figures 6D and 6E).

Finally, CBAmice were treated with B6 iPS-DCregs at 13

106 on day�7 and anti-TGF-b1mAb (400 mg/mouse, intra-

peritoneally) on days �7, �5, �3, and 1 to block TGF-b1.

SPCs were harvested on day 0 for FCM (Figure 7A). iPS-

DCregs immunization enhanced TGF-b1 expression in

SPCs, while anti-TGF-b1 mAb clearly blocked TGF-b1 (Fig-

ure 7B). We then scored how the TGF-b1 blockade changed

the proportion and character of Tregs induced by iPS-

DCregs. Firstly, we demonstrated that the number of

CD4+CD25+ cells in SPCs was increased by iPS-DCregs

immunization while anti-TGF-b1 blocked this effect (Fig-

ure 7C, upper). Furthermore, we detected the expression

of FOXP3, Ki-67, CCR4, and CCR7 in CD4+CD25+ cells,

which were widely used to gauge the activity and transmi-

gration ability of Tregs (Sugiyama et al., 2013; Zhang et al.,

2009a). The percentage of FOXP3+CCR4+Ki-67hi and

FOXP3+CCR7+Ki-67hi in CD4+CD25+ cells was increased

by iPS-DCregs immunization but was decreased by

TGF-b1 blockage (Figure 7C-middle and lower). We then

calculated the percentage of CD4+CD25+ FOXP3+CCR4+

Ki-67hi and CD4+CD25+FOXP3+CCR7+Ki-67hi in the total

spleen. Also, iPS-DCregs immunization increased the per-

centage of these two populations in SPCs (Figure 7D).

These results indicated that iPS-DCregs immunization

not only increased the number of Tregs but also enhanced

the activity and transmigration capability of Tregs, which

worked in a TGF-b1-dependent manner.
DISCUSSION

Donor-specific tolerance that does not compromise the

overall immune response is the ultimate goal in the trans-

plantation field. DCregs-based therapies could potentially

promote donor-specific tolerance to prevent allograft rejec-

tion and graft-versus-host disease (Bonham et al., 2002; De-
transplanted into the second recipients. A statistical evaluation of gr
using log-rank tests. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
(C) Anti-CD25 mAb was injected into the primary recipients on POD9
(PBL) by FCM. SPCs were then isolated from the primary recipients o
cipients) at 5 3 107 just before the second transplantation. A statist
curves and compared using log-rank tests. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
(D) Graft survival data in this figure are presented in detail.
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Paz et al., 2003; Garrovillo et al., 2001; Lan et al., 2006; Lutz

et al., 2000; Min et al., 2000; Mirenda et al., 2004; Morelli

and Thomson, 2007; Sato et al., 2003b; Turnquist et al.,

2007; Zhang et al., 2008). Both donor-type DCregs (Bon-

ham et al., 2002; DePaz et al., 2003; Fu et al., 1996; Lan

et al., 2006; Lu et al., 1997; Lutz et al., 2000; Min et al.,

2000; Taner et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008) and recipient-

type DCregs (loaded with donor antigen) (Ali et al., 2000;

Beriou et al., 2005; Garrovillo et al., 1999; Oluwole et al.,

2001; Peche et al., 2005; Sato et al., 2003b) were reported

to be able to prolong allograft survival through different

pathways (direct, indirect, semi-direct). However, most of

these studies are based on murine/rat bone marrow stem

cells and human blood mononuclear cell-derived DCs,

which require a large number of progenitor cells. Also,

the quantity and quality of cultured DCs were inconsistent

because of different ages, health conditions, and other vari-

ables among the sample. Recently, Kudo et al. (2014) differ-

entiated donor-type macrophage-like IS cells from mouse

ESCs, and these cells were found to prolong allograft sur-

vival. However, the ethical issues and patient-matched

limitations of ESCs prevented them from being used in

the clinical setting. In our previous study, we successfully

differentiated DCregs from iPSCs (Zhang et al., 2014).

The present study addressed the hypothesis of whether

the administration of donor-type iPS-DCregs was capable

of generating donor-specific tolerance.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the current

study. First, iPS-DCregs not only indicate a high purity of

CD11b+CD11c+ cells, but also retain a stable ‘‘immature’’

phenotype, even in the presence of strong maturational

stimulus, IFN-g. Many groups treated recipients with at

least 2 3 106 bone marrow-derived DCregs, immature

DCs, or other suppressive cells (such as myeloid-deprived

suppressor cells) to achieve prolonged allograft survival

(Arakawa et al., 2014; Fu et al., 1996; Rastellini et al.,

1995; Tiao et al., 2005). In this study, 1 3 106 iPS-DCregs

induced permanent allograft acceptance while BM-DCregs

did not. The co-stimulator (CD40, CD80, CD86) and

MHC-II molecule expressions in the CD11b+CD11c+ popu-

lation were not significantly different between BM-DCregs

and iPS-DCregs. However, iPS-DCregs have a significantly

higher percentage of CD11c+ in the CD11b+ population

compared with BM-DCregs. We thought that the high

CD11b+CD11c+ purity of iPS-DCregs was the reason why
aft survival was performed using Kaplan-Meier curves and compared

7. The depletion of CD25+ cells was monitored in peripheral blood
n POD100 and adoptively transferred to naive CBA (secondary re-
ical evaluation of graft survival was performed using Kaplan-Meier



A

C

D

E

B

Figure 6. TGF-b1 Is More Essential in the Primary Vaccination than in the Secondary Immunization
(A) The bar graph shows the TGF-b1 expression in the CD11b+CD11c+ population and the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) is calculated
(n = 3 in each group, mean ± SD, pooled from three independent experiments). The mRNA expression of TGF-b1 was measured (n = 5 in each
group, mean ± SD, pooled from five independent experiments). Statistical analysis was determined by Student’s t test. ***p < 0.001,
****p < 0.0001.

(legend continued on next page)
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the same dose of BM-DCregs and iPS-DCregs led to a

different outcome. The number of administered CD11b+

CD11c+ cells is known to directly affect the tolerance-

inducing reaction (Morelli and Thomson, 2007). Recipi-

ents treated with a half-dose of iPS-DCregs indicated a graft

survival similar to that with a full-dose of BM-DCregs,

which was identified in our hypothesis. Our findings

suggest that the addition of iPS-DCregs into MLR culture

and PLN significantly suppressed the T cell proliferative

response. These characteristics engineered iPS-DCregs as

important ‘‘regulatory cellular vaccines’’ in the allogeneic

transplantation model (Morelli and Thomson, 2007; Sato

et al., 2003a, 2003b; Thomson et al., 2009).

Second, donor-type iPS-DCregs activated donor-specific

Tregs. Donor-type DCregs expressing donor MHC mole-

cules traveled to the recipient’s secondary lymphoid tissues

and interacted with Tcells through the ‘‘direct pathway’’ of

allorecognition. The direct pathway of allorecognition is

considered to be the most powerful mechanism to insti-

gate early acute graft rejection (Morelli and Thomson,

2007). Figuratively speaking, pretreatment of donor-type

iPS-DCregs acted as an immune suppressive vaccine, which

led to a primary immune response. According to the ‘‘two-

signal’’ hypothesis of Tcell activation (Mueller et al., 1989),

recipient naive Tcells interacted with allogeneicMHCmol-

ecules onDCregs through a direct pathway, followed by the

delivery of potent signal 1 plus poor signal 2 by DCregs to

naive T cells. This resulted in the generation of donor-

specific Tregs (Bakdash et al., 2013) and anergy of donor-

specific Teffs (Sato et al., 2003a). On the other hand, Tiao

et al. (2005) pretreated recipients with recipient-type

immature BM-DCs pulsing with donor antigens, which

prolonged the allograft MST by 40 days. However, in our

study, recipient-type BM-DCregs with or without pulsing

with donor antigens could not protect allografts from acute

rejection (MST 7 days). In Tiao et al.’s (2005) study, 23 106

immature BM-DCs were intravenously injected into recip-

ients, while we only used 13 106 BM-DCregs. The different

DC dose may be the reason why recipient-type DCregs

treatment did not work in our preliminary study.

Third, Tregs generated by iPS-DCregs were vital in allo-

graft tolerance (Joffre et al., 2008; Kitazawa et al., 2007;

Sakaguchi, 2004; Zhang et al., 2009b), especially in the

maintenance phase (1–3 months post operation). Interest-
(B) SPCs were harvested on POD7, POD14, and POD100, and triple stain
of CD25+TGF-b1+ cells in the CD4+ cell population (n = 4 in POD100
independent experiments). Statistical analysis was determined by on
(C) Anti-TGF-b1mAb was injected into the iPS-DCregs immunized CBA
graft survival was performed using Kaplan-Meier curves and compared
(D) Anti-TGF-b1 mAb was injected into the iPS-DCregs immunized CBA
graft survival was performed using Kaplan-Meier curves and compared
(E) Graft survival data in this figure is presented in detail.
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ingly, donor-type iPS-DCregs served as the ‘‘primary vacci-

nation,’’ which ‘‘prepared’’ the inhibited immune situation

for the allografts. Based on this analogy, the alloantigen

loaded by allografts served as the ‘‘secondary vaccination.’’

We hypothesized that after transplantation, the alloan-

tigen interacted with the Tregs and precursor Tregs induced

by the primary vaccination and then further activated

alloantigen-specific Tregs. The number of Tregs and the

expression of CTLA-4 in Tregs were significantly higher

on POD100 compared with POD7 (Figure S4), which indi-

cated that donor-specific Tregs expanded and activated

unceasingly (Schubert et al., 2014; Wing et al., 2008).

This may have caused the alloantigen loaded on the allo-

graft to work as a stimulator to promote the clonal expan-

sion of donor-specific Tregs, which we referred to as the

secondary vaccination.

Fourth, IFN-g, a key inflammatory cytokine produced by

Teffs, was higher in the iPS-DCregs-treated group than in

the non-treated group on POD7, but became lower on

POD14. Some groups reported that IFN-g knockout (KO)

and IFN-g receptor (IFN-gR) KO recipients rejected allo-

grafts much more quickly compared with wild-type,

because IFN-g plays a crucial role in Teff apoptosis through

several pathways (Morita et al., 2015; Ring et al., 1999).

Thus, we speculate that IFN-g is essential in DCregs-

induced tolerance via Teff apoptosis.

Fifth, TGF-b1 was certainly required in the ‘‘primary

vaccination’’ but was not essential for the early stage of

‘‘secondary vaccination.’’ We have revealed here that the

blockage of TGF-b1 during the period between iPS-DCregs

treatment and allotransplantation prevented iPS-DCregs-

induced allotolerance. However, the blockage of TGF-b1

post transplantation could not break the tolerance. Early

studies demonstrated that TGF-b1 could generate Tregs

through several pathways, for example, the inhibition of

IL-2, the upregulation of cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)

inhibitors (p15, p21, and p27), and the downregulation

of cell-cycle-promoting factors (c-myc, cyclin D2, CDK2,

and cyclin E) (Wan and Flavell, 2007). We identified

that the blockage of TGF-b1 not only decreased the number

of Tregs induced by iPS-DCregs (CD4+CD25+%), but also

downregulated the activity and transmigration ability of

Tregs (CD4+CD25+FOXP3+CCR4+Ki-67hi% andCD4+CD25+

FOXP3+CCR7+Ki-67hi%). The protective effects of Tregs on
ed for CD4/CD25/TGF-b1 for FCM. The quantitation is the percentage
group, n = 3 each in other groups; mean ± SD, pooled from three
e-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
(recipient) before heart transplantation. A statistical evaluation of
using log rank tests. *p < 0.05, ****p < 0.0001.
(recipient) after heart transplantation. A statistical evaluation of
using log rank tests. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.



Figure 7. FOXP3+CCR4+Ki-67hi and FOXP3+CCR7+Ki-67hi Tregs Are Increased by iPS-DCreg Immunization in a TGF-b1-Dependent
Pattern
(A) Anti-TGF-b1 mAb was injected into the iPS-DCregs-treated CBA (the same protocol as shown in Figure 6C), and SPCs were harvested.
(B) TGF-b1 blockade was identified by FCM.

(legend continued on next page)
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allograft survival were abrogated if they failed to migrate to

the graft due to CCR4 and CCR7 deficiency. Logistically, the

protection was enhanced when Tregs were delivered locally

into the grafts (Sugiyama et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2009a).

We believe that this is the reason why the blockage of

TGF-b1 during the period between iPS-DCregs immuniza-

tion and allotransplantation could prevent iPS-DCregs-

induced allotolerance. Although our data showed that

donor-type iPS-DCregs treatment induced donor-specific

Tregs by upregulating TGF-b1, it remains possible that

these Tregs and TGF-b1 may participate in non-specific im-

mune suppression. Nonetheless, although our examination

indicated that Tregs and TGF-b1 are two key factors in allo-

tolerance induced by iPS-DCregs, there could be other

mechanisms involved in this therapy. In addition, further

research is needed before this therapy can be adapted for

clinical application, including dose, timing, dosage, and/or

combination with low-dose IS drugs.

In summary, we have successfully generated alloantigen-

specific Tregs with therapeutic activity toward allorejec-

tion by infusion of donor-type iPS-DCregs. Although there

are still many barriers to be overcome, we believe that iPS-

DCregs offer a potentially efficient and reliable approach

for use in transplantation and/or autoimmune diseases.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Study Design
Our primary research objective was to establish a method to

generate donor antigen-specific Tregs in vivo in recipient mice by

donor-type iPS-DCregs immunization and to search its core mech-

anism. The overall study design was a series of controlled labora-

tory experiments as indicated in the sections below.

In vivo experimental groups included 3–10mice per group, with

two exceptions. First, because an AT study requires many recipi-

ents’ spleens on POD100 (endpoint), the graft survival data of

the iPS-DCregs-treated group included 19 mice. Second, because

most assessments needed to use the PBS group as a negative con-

trol, the grafts survival data of the PBS group included 13 mice.

Mice were randomly assigned to each group, but the researchers

were not blinded to the group identity.

Animals
Male CBA/N (CBA; H-2kk), C57BL/6 (B6; H-2kb), and BALB/c

(H-2kd) mice were purchased from the Shizuoka Laboratory

Animal Center. C57BL/6-Tg (TCR-OT-I) Cbn (OT-I, H-2kb) and
(C) SPCs were multiply stained with CCR4/Ki-67/CD4/CD25/FOXP3 or CC
FOXP3 and CCR4/Ki-67/FOXP3 in the CD4+ FOXP3+ population is prese
pooled from three independent experiments). Statistical analysis wa
significant difference was observed between these groups.
(D) The quantitation is the percentage of FOXP3+CCR4+(or CCR7+) K
mean ± SD, pooled from three independent experiments). Statistic
No statistically significant difference was observed between these gr
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C57BL/6-Tg (TCR-OT-II) Cbn (OT-II, H-2kb) transgenic mice were

kindly supplied by Dr. N. Ishii (Graduate School of Medicine,

Tohoku University) and Dr. S. Nakae (The Institute of Medical Sci-

ence, The University of Tokyo), respectively. All mice were bred

and maintained under standard conditions and fed rodent food

and water according to the guidelines of the Animal Use and

Care Committee of the National Research Institute for Child

Health and Development, Tokyo, Japan. All animal experiments

were approved by this committee and performed according to its

recommendations.

Tregs and TGF-b1 Blockage
Recipients were treated with anti-CD25 mAb (cat. #BE0012, clone

PC61.5.3, BioXCell) (Hirata et al., 2007; Couper et al., 2009) or

anti-TGF-b1 mAb (cat. #BE0057, clone 1D11.16.8, BioXCell) (Ka-

sagi et al., 2014) by intraperitoneal administration. The schematics

of the protocol are shown in the associated results and figures.

Additional Methods
Information regarding DC culture, heterotopic cardiac transplan-

tation, MLR, PLNA, graft infiltration lymphocyte isolation, flow

cytometry, histopathology, immunohistochemistry, and qRT-PCR

is provided in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Statistical Analyses
The data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism, version 6.0

(GraphPad Software). One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test were

used to compare the means of more than two groups. Student’s

t test was used to compare the means of two groups. A statistical

evaluation of graft survival was performed using Kaplan-Meier

curves and compared using log-rank tests. All in vitro experimental

data were representative of at least three independent experi-

ments. p Values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically

significant.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental

Procedures, five figures, and one table and can be found with

this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.stemcr.2017.

03.020.
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